


What if?

What  would  you  do  if  one  day  all  electricity  and  communications  systems
suddenly fell dead, your wind-up radio couldn’t pick up any channels, and you
started to notice blindingly bright flashes in the distance?

Your world would go from day to night in an instant – assuming you are not one of
the very many who will be trapped in large urban areas and instantly killed.
 
Several  NATO countries  on  the  continent  have  been trying  to  waken up  their
populations to the prospect of a near future war with Russia and to stimulate them
into taking affirmative action as private individuals.

Sweden  and  Poland  have  been  to  the  fore  in  this,  producing  easy-to-absorb
brochures filled with advice on how to prepare and how to react should war or
invasion come.

And yet... The sound of crickets abides in the halls of power in London as far as
explicitly preparing the British people goes.

Contrast  that  with  what  impassioned  clarion  voices  outside  Westminster  and
Whitehall are saying:

"Russia's war against Ukraine is a step, not an end goal, for the ambition
to establish spheres of  influence and tear  down the rule-based world
order" ~ Micael Byden, Commander of Sweden's armed forces, on 13th
January 2024.

“...not only will Russia continue finish off what it sees as the job in Ukraine
and it, as I say, it continues to say that it will do so but then it moves on to
other countries in the former Soviet space...  Moldova, finish the job in
Georgia  and  then  it'll  have  a  go  at  the  Baltic  states  because  the
momentum of the Putin regime has got to be maintained and it's [at]
that... point at which there is a real threat of war... between NATO and
Russia” ~ General Richard Shirreff (ret.), ex NATO Deputy Supreme Allied
Command Europe (DSACEUR) in a February 2024 interview with Dominik
Presl on YouTube.

“I don’t want to scare anyone, but war is no longer a concept from the
past. I know it sounds devastating, especially to people of the younger
generation, but we have to mentally get used to the arrival of a new
era... The pre-war era. I don’t exaggerate. This is becoming more and
more apparent every day.” ~ Donald Tusk, Polish PM, Friday 29th March
2024.

This concise brochure attempts to do what the UK Government has so far failed to:
encourage the  British  people  to  start  taking  the  prospect  of  World  War  Three
seriously and to seize the initiative and start making preparations themselves.



Other NATO countries are making practical preparations

Did  you  know  that  Finland has  enough  nuclear  war  bunkering  for  its  entire
population, with room to spare?

Or that  Sweden has bunkers for every resident of the country, but is nonetheless
experiencing a surge in demand from private citizens looking to take the matter
into their own hands and build their own?

Did you know that Germany recently called for a wholesale bunkering program to
protect its major cities?

Or that the  Baltic states have been building a defensive line along their border
with Russia?

These are just some of the things that have been happening on the continent,
while our government leaves us to figure out the threat for ourselves or to wallow in
the delusions of fatalism and denialism:

“Nuclear war would kill everyone and destroy the planet!”

“Nobody would start a nuclear war because there could be no winner!”

These are just two of the mantras the average UK citizen parrots when presented
with the prospect of nuclear war... yet nobody in the corridors of power, East or
West, believes those things.

And certainly, nobody in extensively bunkered Switzerland, Sweden and Finland
does, otherwise why would they have bothered building fallout shelters at all?

Rather, fatalism and denialism are convenient motifs that appear largely confined
to  the  Anglosphere  to  keep  the  people  from  being  alarmed  into  calling  for
government action.

Meanwhile,  the  UK  government  has  deep  bunkering  and  stores  prepared  to
survive itself, and at the same time, rich people the world over are in a scramble to
acquire bunkers and fill them with stocks.

And why?

Because they all know that nuclear war is survivable!



Start Prepping Now!

We all should drop what we’re doing, cancel our vanity projects, and take the
initiative  that  the  German,  Swedish,  Norwegian,  Polish,  Latvian  and  Lithuanian
governments want their people to take: become preppers.

Your bare minimum preparedness matrix should seek to mitigate or pre-empt the
following threats this decade, the preparations for which to a large degree can be
arranged, thankfully, to overlap:

• Banking issues caused by a cyberattack

• A second healthcare crisis / vaccine rollout

• Wholesale social unrest

• Supply chain disruption

• Heavy-handed government responses

• Conscription / national service

• Nuclear war

As well as material preparations, you should be thinking in terms of physical and
psychological conditioning for what lies ahead.

That means getting in shape and informing yourself of what is going on in the world
from reliable conservative sources,  rather than letting the legacy /  mainstream
media  (which  serves  the  whims  of  the  ruling  caste  in  the  UK)  feed  you  with
disinformation.

Pro-tip #1: If you properly prepare for the worst case (i.e., nuclear war), that largely
covers all the other crises beneath it in the crisis ladder.

Pro-tip  #2: Half  of  almost  every  conceivable  preparedness  concern  is  instantly
resolved by relocating to the countryside, far from urban areas.



Preparing for the Worst: Nuclear War later this Decade

The map below shows what we assess,  from OSINT sources,  what the probably
primary  (red) and secondary (blue)  targets  in  the UK and Ireland (yes,  neutral
Ireland!) would be in a nuclear war with Russia (for a fully annotated and large
scale, downloadable version of this map, see our in-depth article UK Threat Matrix
& Retreat Considerations on our website:

https://bunkerage.com/blog/UK_retreat_considerations 

The yellow zones show the areas where fallout risk is at its lowest, based mainly on
prevailing wind direction and secondarily on proximity to primary targets.

However,  you  do  not  have to  move to  any  of  those  ideal  areas  to  survive  a
nuclear barrage, but you do have to move away from target zones or even from
close proximity to them.

Additionally,  since the British establishment consciously decided not to invest  in
feasible civil defence bunkering for the public back in the Cold War era, you will
have to think of some kind of fallout sheltering, ideally underground (for example,
via a Non Material Amendment to a garage, as long as you don’t compromise its
foundations or damage utility connections in the process, etc.).

https://bunkerage.com/blog/UK_retreat_considerations


You would require around one foot of reinforced concrete on the ceiling of such a
bunker and (if underground) at least 8 inches of concrete on the walls, or one foot
thick if located above ground.

At the bare minimum, you would also need:

• an air filtration system

• drinking water for at least two weeks for every person in the shelter

• food for at least two weeks

• medical supplies

• at least one radiation meter

• bedding

• a means of heating

• cooking means + utensils

• a chemical toilet

• books

• a flat screen TV (for videos)

• a radio

• lighting

• a table / desk

• an exercise bicycle (if space permits)

There  are  many  great  resources  online,  free  and  paid,  that  flesh  out  those
requirements.

We would start by recommending Joel Skousen’s book,  The High Security Shelter
from  https://joelskousen.com/high-security-shelter (and  no,  we  do  not  receive
any affiliation commissions for such recommendations), and of course, we have
our own set of  services, including finding suitable plots for relocation in the UK,
consultations,  and  even  project  management  of  complete  dwellings  with
subterranean bunkering.

https://joelskousen.com/high-security-shelter


Whatever  you  decide,  what  you  do  not  want  to  do  is  succumb  to  the
Anglosphere’s nuclear war fatalism or denialism, or remotely think about leaving
this issue’s resolution to the last minute.

At some point around mid-decade, the new digital currencies will start be rolled
out in every country and that will give government an excessive amount of power
over  how we conduct  our  financial  transactions,  including  the  power  to  veto
purchases.

Accordingly, the window to get ready for the war is fast closing and you should be
making your preparations now, even though we project the war will not arrive until
2028-29.


